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Stay Motivated &

Spur On.
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“Everyone has a plan
   'till they get punched
                  in the mouth.”

Mike Tyson
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“People often say motivation doesn’t last.
Well neither does bathing…

that’s why we recommend it daily.”
Zig Ziglar
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“All endeavor calls for the
ability to tramp the last mile,

shape the last plan,
endure the last hours toil.

The fight to the finish spirit
is the one characteristic

we must possess
if we are to face the future

as finishers.”

Henry David Thoreau
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Things In Life That Try To Throw Us
Off

(or reasons why people fail)

they set goals that do not inspire them

fear of failure

fear of success

fear of platueing and not knowing what to do next

hanging out with the wrong people

not enough education

the wrong education

following the crowd

not taking risks

taking the wrong risks

taking too many risks

giving up

fear of change

afraid of losing what you have

think you can’t get better

confusion

not working hard enough

working too hard on the wrong thing

bad habits

low expectation

too high expectations

bad choices
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Things In Life That Try To Throw Us
Off

(or more reasons why people fail)

thinking failure is final

victim mentality

taking no for an answer

self sabotage

lack of motivation

not keeping up your motivation

lack of self control

lack of perseverance

inability to create tasks

overwhelm at too many tasks

procrastination

self pity

perfectionism

too dependant on others

distraction

inability to concentrate

taking on too much

taking on too little

obsession with details, instead of progress

analysis paralysis

under analyzing

no self confidence

too much self confidence
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Things In Life That Try To Throw Us Off
(or more & more reasons why people fail)

always thinking you are wrong

never thinking you are wrong

not taking responsibility for your own success

mishandling success and failure

negative thinking

not knowing your strengths

not knowing your weaknesses

unclear goals

disorganization

no daily routine

no stress management

lack of energy

no plan

failure to start

procrastination

pessimistic attitude

wrong place

wrong time

lack of commitment

too many goals

don’t learn from past experience

not rewarding yourself

don’t take care of yourself

overspending
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Things In Life That Try To Throw Us Off
(or more & more & more reasons why people fail)

low expectations

too high expectations

bad choices

fear

inaction

stinkin’ thinkin’

giving Up

fatigue

no priorities

no plan

no rewards

no deadline

self sabotage

doing things for the wrong reason

ignoring advice

out of balance

lack of flexibility

no deadlines

not taking care of relationships

…..shrewwwww 
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When life bucks you off,
you HAVE To quickly
get back on
before fear sets in…
(this is super important)

and so true

for riding horses  too!
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In this pursuit of BIG dreams it’s not a matter of things will go
wrong, but .

But, that’s ok, we can handle it,

We are putting in our plan from the start what we will do
to keep going strong, when the going gets tough.
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Blisstuals: (noun) bliss-choo-al
Rituals or habits you need to do  to be sure you feel great
and inspired. Doing these every day gives you the strength the follow
your dreams and leap over tall buildings in a single bound.

Example Daily Bliss-tuals…
� daily motivational plan
� morning motivation plan
� take care of yourself plan
� drink water
� get rest
� scrub a bad day off and wash it down the drain in the shower
� eat healthy
� sleep good (7-8 hours per night)
� take vitamins
� exercise (aim to sweat 3-5 times per week)
� stretch nightly

Example Weekly Bliss-tuals…
� review goal progress
� pick up supplies for barn on Mondays
� plan your menus for the week
� grocery shop one day a week

Example Monthly Bliss-tuals…
� review goal progress
� plan for the month ahead

Things you do when you feel your best
and get the most done.
Let’s try to make this happen everyday!

Blisstuals
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SPUR ON.

     Ideas to put in your arsenal
                     to fight defeat on hard days:

� Say no to things that drain you

� “keep your goals in front of you, keep a copy on the
mirror, on the dash of your car, Wherever you will
see it!!

� Encourage yourself when no one else does.

� Fill your head with positive things, to push the
negative out

� Do what you can, push yourself but balance your
push with rest and restoration

� Remember your “why” the big reason for your big
goal

� Keep a gratitude journal

� Include 5 things into your planner that will keep you
motivated.

� Create & Follow your own cowboy creed or
manifesto and keep it where you can see it

� Affirmations

� Take care of yourself, get your nails done, take hot
baths, light candles

� Use the power of music… make a power playlist
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Words have meaning and the power to inspire

� become,

� believe,

� yes I can.

� Yes I am.

� I can do all things through Christ, I am an overcomer, I am more than
a conquer.

� I am a part of an important cause

 it,

 it,

 it,

until you feel it in your gut, deep
down to your soul
  (if you have ever battled depression this is a huge secret to

       healing, find a word, a quote, a bible verse and hang on to it)
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Keep your dreams
and power words
in front of you.
Write it on your   on your , on your 
on your , on your truck , in your ,
in your 
Like you did in studyhall writing your boyfriends name,
write it, embrace it.

I believe I can and will

make a difference.

I will spur on.
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Couple more thoughts before I get off the soapbox!

 It's not how many times you fall but how many times
you get back up

 FORTITUDE:
        The courage to face adversity without fear.

 Success is 10% vision & 90% perspiration

 If you keep showing up you will eventually be in the

No matter what happens…

“Develop a attitude of gratitude and give thanks for everything that happens to you,
knowing that every step forward is a step toward achieving something bigger and

better that your current situation.”

 Persevere. Drive.
Push Forward. Stay Motivated.

Spur On.
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Plan To Persevere
Action Checklist

◻ 1. Create your daily “blisstuals” things that you will do
every day to feel your best

◻ 2. Plan 5 things you will do when you feel defeated or
off track
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Check marks give you an endorphin rush!

Try it!

you got this!

“Life isn’t about finding yourself…   life is about creating yourself.”
George Bernard Shaw
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